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Abstract The paper deals with a new reliable data trans-
port protocol for wireless sensor networks, referred as RDTP.
One of the most prominent challenges in wireless sensor
networks is reliable transport of data from sensor nodes to
sink node. For designing protocols for such networks hard-
ware, some constraining factors associated with energy and
processing power must be taken into consideration. There
are two generic methods, ARQ and FEC to achieve reliable
data transport. Here, a reliable data transport protocol for
wireless sensor networks is proposed, in which an efficient
moduli set in redundant residue number system has been
employed. Themodulus set is exploited as ameans for adding
redundancy to transmitted data. Error controlling in proposed
method is performed in a hop by hopmanner. The simulation
results indicate that the proposed method shows significant
decreases in the energy consumption, compared to similar
methods. The results also show that this leads to a rise in
packet delivery ratio, with a simultaneous reduction in end
to end delay.
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1 Introduction

The wireless sensor networks are composed of several small
nodes (with limited resources) that communicate with sink
node, using wireless links [1–3]. These nodes are installed in
the network by aim to collecting data about their surround-
ing environment. This data is then transmitted to the sink
node. One of the major characteristics of wireless sensor
networks is their ability to interacting with their surround-
ing environment, a process which is not viable for human
intervention. These networks might have a whole variety of
applications, includingmilitary,medicine, industrial automa-
tion, unknown environments identification, object tracking
and others like these [4,5]. The sensor nodes in these net-
works, by their virtue, sense the environmental data and
transfer them to the sink node. Some factors such as envi-
ronmental noises may generate error in transmitted data.
Thus the packet reliability becomes a prominent challenge in
WSNs. There are two methods to achieve packet reliability;
ARQ and FEC [6,7]. These mechanisms are able to oper-
ate either in end-to-end or hop-by-hop manner. In automatic
repeat request methods (ARQ), an acknowledgement mes-
sage (ACK) is forwarded to the transmitter when the data
is received by the receiver node. The transmitter then sends
the data once more if it does not receive acknowledgement
message, before the corresponding timeout. Such methods
do not yield acceptable performance in noisy environments,
because the data is distorted again in second transmission.
As another method, a redundancy is used in forward error
correction codes, as a means of reassuring reliability. Their
error correction and error detection capability depends on
the amount of redundancy and coding approach. This paper
presents a Reliable Data Transport Protocol forWSNs. In the
proposed scheme, error controlling is performed in a hop-
by-hop manner, in which error detecting and correcting is
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possible in each hop. The method proposed here is catego-
rized as an FECmethod and might be implemented on either
tree-like or cluster based network topologies. The rest of
the paper has been structured as follow: Sect. 2 explains the
research methodology. The proposed method, its function in
mentioned topologies and some examples will be presented
in Sect. 3. These are followed by results evaluation and then
the conclusion, during Sects. 4 and 5, respectively.

2 Related work

As mentioned in previous section, error control methods are
generally divided into two groups; FEC and ARQ.

Retransmissions-based reliability

Retransmission-based methods are in the forms, hop-by-hop
or end-to-end. These are based on acknowledgement mecha-
nism.ACKandNACKcontrolmessagesmight bementioned
as validationmechanisms. If data is taken by receiver, it sends
ACK message; whereas, a NACK message is sent to trans-
mitter under the circumstances where the data is corrupted
or distorted.

Forward error correction (FEC)

The FEC based mechanisms, by its virtue, adds redundancy
to transmitted packets. The original packets might be recov-
ered if the sufficient number of correct packets is received by
destination node. It is usually easy to manage feedback-free
protocols, except for encoding and decoding overheads for
receiver and transmitter. Nevertheless, FEC utilizes redun-
dancy to obtain data reliability. By the more redundancy, the
FECgets themore capacity for error detection and correction.
The FEC codes, suitable for channel conditions and reliabil-
ity level include Convolution, BCH andReed Solomon codes
[8,9]; the important cases of which are described as follows:

2.1 Sensor transmission control protocol (STCP)

Iyer et al. [10] have introduced STCP as an end-to-end reli-
able transport protocol. STCP provides different levels of
reliability that are proportional to the type of application.
Their proposed method generates two levels of reliability for
event-driven and continuous data-flow applications. In the
former case, ACK packets are employed to ensure correct
receiving of packets at destination; while, in the latter, the
NACK packets are utilized for the same purpose. The sensor
nodes transmit a session initiation packet to the base station,
prior to packet transmission. This packet consists of parame-
ters like the number of flows, transmission rate, and the data
flow type. Upon the reception of this packet, it is stored in

the base station, and based on it, the necessary adjustments
to the timer and other parameters are performed. This makes
it possible for the base station to send an ACK message to
establish the connection. Subsequent to the ACK message,
the sensor node transmits data while base station sends ACK
or NACK messages, with respect to type of data flow.

2.2 Distributed transport for sensor networks (DTSN)

Marchi et al. [11] have proposed a reliable transport pro-
tocol known as DTSN. It ensures two levels of reliability,
namely, full and differentiated. The former is used under the
circumstances where all packets are required to be received
correctly; otherwise, the latter would be exploited. To sup-
port full reliability, DTSN utilizes Selective Repeat ARQ
and ACK and NACK control packets. The DTSN proto-
col uses FECmechanism to support differentiated reliability,
according to which, the session is a source/destination com-
munication, defined by the following tuple and identified by
session ID:

< source address, destination address, application identifier,

session number >

The intermediate nodes store the packets in their buffers, and
then they are sent to be retransmitted, if needed.When a huge
volume of data is transmitted, data buffering requires a large
amount of memory that is bond to pose serious challenges.

2.3 Pump slowly fetch quickly (PSFQ)

Wan et al. [12] proposes a reliable downstream mechanism
that functions in such as manner to pump slowly and fetch
rapidly. It is a hop-by-hop method. The source node sends
data slowly; meanwhile, the nodes with lost packets have to
fetch themvery fast. Thismethod is designed for applications
requiring reliability of full data delivery type. PSFQ utilizes
three operations fetch, pump and report [13]. The sink node
slowly transmits code segments to the sensor nodes which
immediately trigger fetching. The nodes stop forwarding new
packets as far as there are lost packets. Meanwhile, the nodes
send NACKmessage to their neighbors, so that they retrans-
mit the lost packets again. The computation overhead is high
in this method as there are so many timers to maintain the
paths. These timers are crucial for starting pump and fetch
operations.

In PSFQ, all nodes must save all received packets to
provide a successful reprogramming for the sensor nodes.
However, in wireless sensor networks, the nodes have lim-
ited memory units in which storing all received packets wont
be permitted. The propagation in fetching and pumping oper-
ations leads to congestion which in turn causes to increase
the energy consumption.
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2.4 A reliable erasure-coding based data transfer
scheme (RDTS)

Srouji et al. [14] introduced RDTS that employs hop-by-hop
ensure coding and partial coding. The probability of suc-
cessful data input in each hop is assumed to be Psuccess .Pi

denotes Psuccess in ith hop located between nodes Ni and
Ni+1. Thus, the probability of successful delivery through n
hop is calculated as follows:

ppath =
n∏

i=1

pi (1)

The relation between the number of transmitted and
received packets are derived from undergoing equation

Nreceived = psuccess × Nsent (2)

In order to recover the original data using erasure coding,
the number of received fragments, m’, should be larger or
equal to original fragments, m; i.e. m′ ≥ m. Hence, the num-
ber of transmitted data fragments must be larger or equal to

m
psuccess

. The number of transmitted data fragments equals to
decoding data fragments, m + k; therefore:

m + k ≥ m

psuccess
(3)

The original data can’t be recovered even if one fragment
is lost. For the sake ofmore reliability, δ redundant fragments
are transmitted; thus,

m + k = m

psuccess
+ δ(psuccess, Nhops) (4)

where δ is dependent on Psuccess and Nhops . In RDTS, the
number of redundant fragments for i th hop is determinedwith
respect to Pi using hop-by-hop coding. The total number
of fragments transferred between the nodes is obtained as
follows:

SR DT S = m

p1
+ m

p2
+ · · · + m

pn
=

n∑

i=1

m

pi
(5)

In partial coding, if an intermediate node performs nor-
mal erasure coding, it is bond to behave as follows. First,
it decodes the received fragments to obtain original data
fragments. Afterwards, it codes recovered data to achieve
sufficient fragments for the next hop. This process is called
”Full Coding”.

2.5 Reliable multi-segment transport (RMST)

Stann et al. [15] proposed a reliable multi-segment transport
(RMST) protocol which is a transport layer protocol. It is
NACK based and also one of the first transport layer proto-
cols, designed for WSNs. RMST has the capabilities needed
for a transport layer protocol, including reliable transport and
multiplexing/demultiplexing. The proposed RMST has two
modes:

• Non-caching mode: a very simple mode in which only
the source and destination determine the reliability. After
detecting the lost packets by the sink node, it transmits a
NACK packet to the source. This mode is advantageous
as it needs less process.

• Caching mode: in this mode, intermediate nodes store
transferred packets so as to reduce overhead of end-to-
end retransmission. In RMST, each packet is identified
via a unique number. Thus, appearing a gap among the
sequence of received numbers indicates error occurrence.
In the case of error occurrence, the destination node trans-
mits a NACK packet to ensure packet retransmission.

2.6 Achieving effective reliability for downstream
communication (GARUDA)

In [16], a reliable downstream data delivery has been pro-
posed by Park et al. In this scheme, the sink node transmits
some control codes to other nodes, for reprogramming pur-
pose. To retransmit the lost packets, GARUDA determines
some nodes as the cores. This protocol employs A-map to
avoid repeated transmission of NACK messages. A-map is a
bit map generated based on packets which exist in the core
node. It reveals that which packets might be transmitted to
the requesting node, via the core node. The reliability in
GARUDA is supported by retransmission of packets from
the core node. The GARUDA is not an appropriate choice
for congestion control systems, and it only guarantees the
reliability of first packet transmission.

2.7 Coded packets over lossy links: a redundancy-based
mechanism

Aredundancybased approach is presentedbyWuet al. [17] to
obtain high reliability and low end-to-end delay. In the case
of an unreliable link, this protocol uses network coding to
add redundancy in the packet. The redundancy level is deter-
mined with respect to application conditions and the link loss
ratio. Before transmitting the packet, the sensor node checks
whether the redundancy must be used. If the path is unreli-
able, the sensor node uses network coding to improve packet
reception ratio. Re-decoding/encoding operation in interme-
diate nodes is optional. The intermediate node may transmit
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Table 1 Summary of existing
reliable transport protocols for
WSNs

Protocols Reliability level Loss recovery Reliability direction Retransmission-based/
redundancy-based

STCP [10] Packet/event End-to-end Upstream Retransmission-based

DTSN [11] Packet End-to-end Upstream Retransmission-based
and Redundancy-based

PSFQ [12] Packet Hop-by-hop Downstream Retransmission-based

RDTS [13] Packet Hop-by-hop Upstream Redundancy-based

RMST [15] Packet Hop-by-hop Upstream Retransmission-based

GARUDA [16] Packet End-to-end Downstream Retransmission-based

Wu et al. [17] Packet Hop-by-hop Upstream Redundancy-based

the packet without any further process (re-coding/encoding),
by increasing the redundancy level, or by decreasing it. The
protocol utilizes the redundant transmission in case of a link
loss ratio higher than specified threshold. Data is encoded in
application layer. Furthermore, the destination node is able
to decode the received packets based on data vector. The
source node examines link loss ratio to determine the redun-
dancy. If it (the final value used by the source node) is higher
than predefined threshold, the source node determines the
redundancy level by considering the application layer con-
straints. However, if the link loss ratio is less than or equal to
the threshold value, encoding is not performed and the redun-
dancy would not be added. If the protocol is not implemented
in intermediate nodes, the packets are forwarded without any
process.

In this section several reliable data transport protocols
in wireless sensor networks were reviewed. A comparison
between the mentioned methods will be shown in Table 1.

3 Reliable data transport protocol (RDTP)

This paper explains the RDTP with hop-by-hop error con-
trolling. The proposed protocol is redundancy-based, is
categorized as FEC class and provides error correction
and detection. Here, the redundant residue number system
(RRNS) is applied to generate redundancy. The residue num-
ber system concept and redundant residue number system are
investigated. Then, a novel moduli set is introduced which is
also compared to its counterparts. In the proposed method,
the redundancy is generated using defined moduli set. The
notations used in this paper are listed in Table 2.

3.1 Residue number system

The residue number system (RNS) is a non-weighted system
in which the numbers are denoted by the residue of their divi-
sion by a specific moduli set [18–20]. In this number system,
the moduli set is defined as a set of values {P1, P2, . . . , Pn}
such that gcd(Pi , Pj ) = 1 (for i �= j). In this system each

Table 2 Notations and definition

Notation Definition

Pi i th modulus of a moduli set

X Initial number

xi Residue of the division of X by i th
modulus

Y Recovered initial number

yi Residue of i th modulus received at the
destination

M Dynamic range

h Number of the main moduli

r Number of the redundant moduli

|P−1
i |pi Multiplicative inverse of Pi modulo Pj

Vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n Mixed-radix coefficients

Residuei j i th residue from j th node

number X is demonstrated as {x1, x2, . . . , xn} in which each
xi is calculated as follows.

xi = Xmodpi = |X |pi 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (6)

Given that the moduli set is {P1, P2, P3} = {3, 5, 7} and
initial number is 29 (X = 29), residues will be calculated as
follows using residue number system:

xi = xmodpi = |X |pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 →
x1 = 29mod3 = 2
x2 = 29mod5 = 4
x3 = 29mod7 = 1

⎫
⎬

⎭

→ (x1, x2, x3) = (2, 4, 1)

RNS is employed in computation applications which
require real time processing, such as digital filters [21],
RSA cryptography algorithm [22] and digital communica-
tions [23].

If some redundant moduli are added to RNS, the Redun-
dant Residue Number System (RRNS) is resulted. RRNS is
represented by amoduli set similar to {P1, P2, . . . , Ph, Ph+1,

. . . , Ph+r } where for each i = 2, 3, . . . , h + r , Pi > Pi−1.
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If all possible two-moduli combinations are coprime, the
dynamic range equals to [24,25]:

[
0,

h+r∏

i=1

Pi

)
(7)

In a redundant residue number system with h + r moduli,
the number X (α ≤ X < α + M) is represented by h + r
residues in the form of {X1, X2, . . . , Xh, Xh+1, . . . , Xh+r }
[26–28]. Where 3 main moduli are {3, 5, 7} and 2 redundant
moduli are {11, 13}, RRNS will be:

{P1, P2, , Ph, Ph+1, , Ph+r } = {3, 5, 7, 11, 13}

The dynamic range equals to:

[
0,

h+r∏

i=1

Pi

)
=

[
0,

3+2∏

i=1

Pi

)
= [0, 3 ∗ 5 ∗ 7 ∗ 11 ∗ 13)

if X = 29 then → (x1, x2, , xh, xh+1, , xh+r )

= (2, 4, 1, 7, 3)

In this paper a new moduli set including 3 main moduli
and 2 redundant moduli is presented. As these moduli are
going to be applied to wireless sensor networks, they should
be selected with respect to limitations of such networks. The
proposed moduli set is {22n+2, 2n+1 − 1, 2n − 1, 22n+2 +
1, 22n+3−1}where {22n+2, 2n+1−1, 2n−1} aremainmoduli
and {22n+2 + 1, 22n+3 − 1} are redundant ones. Designing
an efficient reverse converter is an essential challenge for
the moduli set. A proper reverse converter should have low
volume of required hardware, while imposing a small delay.
Increasing the size of main moduli facilitates the dealing
with much larger numbers, while makes their representation
easier. On the other hand, a rise in the number of redundant
moduli increases error detection and correction capability.

3.2 Designing and implementing the proposed residue
to binary converter

There are twogeneral approaches for designing a reverse con-
verter; Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) and mixed radix
conversion (MRC). Among these two methods one which is
able to calculate multiplicative inverses with less complex-
ity would be selected. A simpler calculation of multiplicative
inverses leads to less design cost. TheMRC is utilized accord-
ing to the aforementioned criteria. The following equations
must be satisfied to design the reverse converter [29–31].

X = Vn

n∏

i=1

Pi + · · · + V3P2P1 + V2P1 + V1 (8)

Also, the coefficients are calculated as follows.

V1 = x1 (9)

V2 = |(x2 − x1)|P−1
1 |p2 |p2 (10)

V3 = |((x3 − x1)|P−1
1 |p3 − V2)|P−1

2 |p3 |p3 (11)

To obtain Vn , the undergoing equation is used.

Vn = (((xn − V1)|P−1
1 |pn − V2)|P−1

2 |pn − · · · − Vn−1)

|P−1
n−1|Pn|pn (12)

where |P−1
i |p j denotes the multiplicative inverse of Pi mod-

ulo Pj . In mathematics, a multiplicative inverse for a number
X , is a number that when multiplied by X yields to the mul-
tiplicative identity, 1. The modular multiplicative inverse of
a modulo, m, can be derived from the extended Euclidean
algorithm.

According to Eqs. (8)–(11), the proposed reverse con-
verter can be designed for the new 3-moduli set {22n+2,

2n+1 − 1, 2n − 1} as follows. Consider the 3-moduli set
{P1, P2, P3} = {22n+2, 2n+1 − 1, 2n − 1} with three cor-
responding residues (x1, x2, x3). In order to design a residue
for the binary converter, at first, we need to obtain the mul-
tiplicative inverse values and substitute these values with
the modulus set in the conversion algorithm formulas. The
resultant equations should then be simplified by using the
arithmetic properties. The final conversion stage includes the
implementation of these simplified equations using hardware
components, such as full adders and logic gates. Based on
Euclid’s theorem:

gcd(a, b) = gcd(b, a mod b), a > b (13)

Hence,

gcd(22n+2, 2n+1 − 1) = gcd(2n+1 − 1, 1) = 1 (14)

gcd(22n+2, 2n − 1) = gcd(2n − 1, 1) = 1 (15)

gcd(2n+1 − 1, 2n − 1) = gcd(2n − 1, 1) = 1 (16)

The following propositions are used to obtain the closed
form expressions, which will be the means to compute the
multiplicative inverses, based on the MRC algorithm.

Proposition 1 The multiplicative inverse of (22n+2) modulo
(2n+1 − 1) is k1 = 1

Proof One has

|22n+2|2n+1−1 = 1 (17)

�	
Proposition 2 The multiplicative inverse of (22n+2) modulo
(2n − 1) is k2 = 2n−2.
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Proof One has

|2n−2 × 22n+2|2n−1 = |23n|2n−1 = 2n−2 (18)

�	
Proposition 3 The multiplicative inverse of (2n+1−1) mod-
ulo (2n − 1) is k3 = 1.

Proof One has

|2n+1 − 1|2n−1 = 1 (19)

Therefore, by assuming the values < k1 = 1, k2 =
2n−2, k3 = 1, P1 = (22n+2), P2 = (2n+1 − 1), P3 =
(2n − 1) > in (8–11), we have:

X = x1 + P1(V2 + V3P2) = x1

+ (22n+2)(V2 + (2n+1 − 1)V3) (20)

V1 = x1 (21)

V2 = |(x2 − x1)|P−1
1 |p2 |p2 = |(x2 − x1)|2n+1−1 (22)

V3 = |((x3 − x1)|P−1
1 |p3 − V2)|P−1

2 |p3 |p3

= |2n−2 × (x3 − x1) + (−V2)|2n−1 (23)

�	
According to following two properties, the Eqs. (20–23)

can be simplified to decrease the hardware complexity:

Property 1 The residue of a negative residue number (−v)
in modulo ((2n−1)) is the one’s complement of v, where 0 ≤
v < (2n−1) [32].

Property 2 The multiplication of a residue number v by 2p

in modulo ((2n−1)) is carried out by P bit circular left shift,
where P is a natural number.

In order to design an efficient reverse converter, the expres-
sions (20) and (22)–(23) can be rewritten as follows:

V2 = |(x2 − x1)|P−1
1 |p2 |p2 = |(x2 − x1)|2n+1−1

= |x2|2n+1−1 + | − x1|2n+1−1 = V21 + V22 (24)

where

V21 = |x2|2n+1−1 = x2,n x2,n−1 · · · x2,0 (25)

V22 = | − x1|2n+1−1 = −{x1,n, x1,n−1 · · · x1,0}
−{x1,2n+1, x1,2n . . . x1,n+1} (26)

Now, in order to implement V3 on the basis of (23), we have

V3 = |((x3 − x1)|P−1
1 |p3 − V2)|P−1

2 |p3 |p3

= |2n−2 × (x3 − x1) + (−V2)|2n−1

= |2n−2 × x3|2n−1 + | − 2n−2 × x1|2n−1 + | − V2)|2n−1

= V31 + V32 + V33 (27)

Table 3 Characterization of each part of the proposed reverse converter

Parts FA NOT OR/XNOR Delay

OPU(1) – (2n + 2) – tNot

CSA(1) (n + 1) – – tF A

CPA(1) (n + 1) – – (2n + 2)tF A

CSA(2) n – – tF A

CSA(3) 2 – (n − 2) tF A

OPU(2) – (n + 1) – tNot

CSA(4) n – – tF A

CSA(5) 1 – (n − 1) tF A

CPA(2) n – – (2n)tF A

OPU(3) – n – tNot

R-CPA n – (n + 1) (2n + 1)tF A

where

V31 = |2n−2 × x3|2n−1 = x3,1x3,0x3,n−1 . . . x3,2 (28)

V32 = | − 2n−2 × x1|2n−1

= −{x1,1x1,0x1,n−1, . . . , x1,2}
−{x1,n+1x1,n x1,2n−1, . . . , x1,n+2}
−{x1,2n+1x1,2n0, . . . , 0} (29)

V33 = | − V2|2n−1 = −{V2,n−1, . . . , V2,1, V2,0}
−{0, . . . , 0, V2,n} (30)

Finally, to obtain X based on (20), we have

X = x1 + P1(V2 + V3P2)

= x1 + (22n+2)(V2 + (2n+1 − 1)V3)

= x1 + (22n+2)C (31)

C = V2 + (2n+1 − 1)V3 (32)

C = {
(V3,n−1, . . . , V3,0)(V2,n)(V̄3,n−1, . . . , V̄3,0)

}

+{(1, 1, . . . , 1)(V2,n−1, . . . , V2,0)} (33)

X = x1 + (22n+2)C (34)

The area and delay specifications for the proposed reverse
converter are shown in Table 3. From this Table, we have

Total area = (6n + 5)AF A + (4n + 3)AN OT

+ (3n − 2)AO R + (3n − 2)AX N O R (35)

Total delay = (6n + 8)tF A + 3tN OT (36)

In the proposedmoduli set, different values can be selected
for n. If n equals 3:

{22n+2, 2n+1 − 1, 2n − 1, 22n+2 + 1, 22n+3 − 1}
→ if(n = 3)then {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5}
= {256, 15, 7, 257, 511} (37)
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where initial number is 22817(X = 22817),

(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) = (33, 2, 4, 201, 333)

Sender transmits (33, 2, 4, 201, 333) instead of X , and the
value of X will be calculated as follows at the destination:

In order to design a residue to binary converter, we first
need to obtain themultiplicative inverse values and substitute
these values with themodulus set in the conversion algorithm
formulas The multiplicative inverse of (22n+2 = 22∗3+2 =
256) modulo (2n+1 − 1 = 23+1 − 1 = 15) is k1 = 1.

|22n+2|2n+1−1 = |256|15 = 1

The multiplicative inverse of (22n+2 = 22∗3+2 = 256)
modulo (2n − 1 = 23 − 1 = 7) is k2 = 2n−2 = 23−2 = 2.

|2n−2 × 22n+2|2n−1 = |23n|2n−1 = |23∗3|23−1 = |512|7 = 1

The multiplicative inverse of (2n+1−1 = 23+1−1 = 15)
modulo (2n − 1 = 23 − 1 = 7) is k3 = 1.

|2n+1 − 1|2n−1 = |23+1 − 1|23−1 = |15|7 = 1

Now, values of mixed-radix coefficients are calculated:

V1 = x1 → V1 = 33 = (100001)2

V2 = |(x2 − x1)|P−1
1 |P2 |P2

= |x2 − x1|2n+1−1 = |x2|2n+1−1 + | − x1|2n+1−1

= V21 + V22

where

V21 = |x2|2n+1−1 = x2,n x2,n−1 . . . x2,0 → V21

= |2|15 = (0010)

V22 = | − x1|2n+1−1 = −{x1,n x1,n−1 . . . x1,0}
− {x1,2n+1x1,2n . . . x1,n+1}

→ V22 = −({0001} + {0010}) = −{0011} = 1100

V2 = V21 + V22 = 0010 + 1100 = (1110)2 = 14

V3 = |((x3 − x1)|P−1
1 |P3 − V2)|P−1

2 |P3 |P3

= |2n−2 × (x3 − x1) − V2|2n−1

= |2n−2 × x3|2n−1 + | − 2n−2 × x1|2n−1 + |
− V2|2n−1 = V31 + V32 + V33

where

V31 = |2n−2 × x3|2n−1 = (x3,1x3,0)(x3,n−1 . . . x3,2)

= (x3,1x3,0)(x3,2) = 001

V32 = | − 2n−2 × x1|2n−1

V32 = −{x1,1x1,0x1,n−1, . . . , x1,2}

− {x1,n+1x1,n x1,2n−1, . . . , x1,n+2}
−{x1,2n+1x1,2n0, . . . , 0}

V32 = −2({001} + {100})
= −({010} + {010}) = −{011} = 100

V33 = | − V2|2n−1 = −{V2,n−1, . . . , V2,1, V2,0}
− {0, . . . , 0, V2,n}

= −({110} + {001}) = −{111} = 000

V3 = V31 + V32 + V33

= {001} + {100} + {000} = (101)2 = 5

Finally, to obtain initial number in destination, we have

X = x1 + P1(V(2) + V3P2)

= 33 + 256(14 + 5 × 15) = 22817

As shown, initial number obtained at the destination
equals the number sent from the origin. For the moduli set
{22n+2, 2n+1 − 1, 2n − 1}, a residue to binary converter
was proposed. For hardware implementing this converter,
FAs, Carry Propagation Adder (CPA) with EAC and Carry
Save Adder (CSA) with end around carry (EAC) [33,34] are
exploited. The hardware implementation of proposed con-
verter is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The performance of proposed reverse converter for new
moduli set {22n+2, 2n+1 − 1, 2n − 1} is compared with the
reverse converters with a lower dynamic range and in terms
of hardware requirement and speed of operations. This com-
parison is shown in Table 4.

Characterization of Each Part of the Proposed Reverse
Converter: The hardware architecture of the proposed reverse
converter for the 3-moduli set {22n+2, 2n+1 − 1, 2n − 1} is
shown in Fig. 1. The implementation is based on (25, 28, 33,
35). As shown in Eq. (25), to implement V2, it is required to
add up Eqs. (26) and (27) each having (n + 1) bits. Thus, a
(n + 1)-bit CPA with EAC and a (n + 1)-bit CSA with EAC
are required. (CSA1 in the second row and CPA 1 in the third
row of Table 3).

Regardless of the number of bits, CSAs constantly have a
delay of tF A. Also, the delay of k bitsCPAwithEAC is 2ktF A.
Thus, the delay of a (n + 1)-bit CPA1 equals (2n + 2)tF A.
As shown in Eqs. (25), (26) and (27) are added up (each one
has (n+1) bits) so that a (n+1)-bit CPA with EAC is required
(CPA 1 in the second row of Table 3). Also in Eq. (16),
(2n + 1) NOT gates are required (OPU1 in the first row of
Table 3).

Also, (2n + 2) NOT gates are required (OPU1 in the
first row of Table 3). Due to the fact that these NOT
gates operate parallel (regardless of their numbers), the
delay is always tN OT . For hardware implementation of V3

in Eq. (28), it is required to add up Eqs. (29), (30) and
(31). To add up these equations, we need to use some
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Operand Preparation Unit (2) 

Operand Preparation Unit (1) 

(n+1) bit- CSA (1) with (n) bit- CSA (2) with EAC 

(n+1) bit- CPA (1) with (n) bit- CSA (3) with EAC 

(n) bit- CSA (4) with EAC 

(n) bit- CSA (5) with EAC 

(n) bit- CPA (2) with EAC 

Operand Preparation Unit (3) 

(2n+1) bit- Regular CPA (1) 

x1 x2             x3

C x1

V2

Fig. 1 Residue to binary converter for moduli set {22n+2, 2n+1 −
1, 2n − 1}

Table 4 Area and delay comparison

Reverse converter DR Area (AF A) Delay (tF A)

[35]-1 4n + 1 9n + 5 11.5n + 6

[35]-2 4n + 1 8n + 4 9n + 6

[35]-3 4n + 1 n2 + 12n + 12 16n + 22

[35]-4 4n + 1 9n + 10 11n + 14

[18] 4n + 1 10n + 6 7.5n + 11

[36] 4n 26n + 8 7n + 8

[37]-1 4n + 1 n2/2 + 3.5n 11n + 8

[37]-2 4n + 1 n2 + 10n + 3 9n + 6

[38]-CICE 4n 2.5n2 + 25.5n + 12 18n + 23

[38]-CIHS 4n 2.5n2 + 37.5n + 28 12n + 15

[38]-C2CE 4n 20n + 17 13n + 22

[38]-C2HS 4n 42n + 61 7n

[38]-C3CE 4n 23n + 11 16n + 14

Proposed 4n + 3 6n + 5 6n + 8

CSAs with EAC. The number of required CSAs with EAC
depends on the number of inputs. Each CSA with EAC
includes 3 inputs and 2 outputs. Since there are 6 n-bit
inputs, 4 n-bit CSAs with EAC are used (CSA2-CSA 3-
CSA4-CSA 5); and finally one n-bit CPA with EAC is
employed too. In Eqs. (30) and (31), for (n − 1) bits and
(n − 2) bits with constant value of 1, it is possible to
employ OR/XNOR instead of full adder gates to decrease
costs. The number of negative bits should equal that of
NOT gates. OPU 2 prepares the required operands for Eq.
(31).

To implement Eq. (34), it is required to use a regular CPA.
Regarding to (n +1) value1,(n+1) OR/XNOR gates are used
instead of (n +1) full adder. Since n NOT gates are required,
OPU 3is used. These parts have been shown in the last 2 rows
of Table 3. To compute (22n+2)C using Eq. (35), (2n + 2)
bits of 0 should be placed to the right of C and then be
added to x1. Since x1 contains (2n + 2) bits, the value of
x1 is placed to the right of C . Thus, only a concatenation
is performed. To calculate all hardware area, it is required
to add up hardware cost of implementation of V2, V3, and
C .

To evaluate the cost of reverse converters, only the
cost of used Full Adder at reverse converters are com-
pared since their area is greater than that of other parts
of the reverse converter. To compare delays, only the
delay of Full Adders is considered since the delay of
not gates is less than Full Adders. The cost of the pro-
posed reverse converter and that of other reverse con-
verters (reverse convertors represented in [18,35–38]) are
compared in Table 4. This comparison revealed that the
proposed reverse converter had smaller area (number of
Full Adders). Therefore, energy consumption and hard-
ware volume is reduced significantly. Also, the delay of the
proposed reverse converter was seen to be comparatively
less.

3.3 RDTP design

This section explains how RDTP operates. As mentioned
earlier, RDTPcanbe implemented on either tree-like network
topologies or cluster based network topologies.

In the rest of this paper, the environment for implementing
RDTP is assumed to be a tree-like network topology. After
sensing data, each node calculates the residues of sensed
values with respect to moduli set {22n+2, 2n+1 − 1, 2n −
1, 22n+2 + 1, 22n+3 − 1}. Then, each node sends residues,
smaller than initial numbers, to its parent. To illustrate this,
suppose that a node receives value X from environment (let
X = 5142). Instead of sending X to the parent, the node will
send residues (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) which are computed using
the following equation.
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xi = XmodPi = |X |pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 5 (38)

As explained in the example represented in Sect. 3.2, given
that

{P1, P2, P3, P4, P5} = {256, 15, 7, 257, 511}
x1 = 5142 mod 256 = 22
x2 = 5142 mod 15 = 12

x3 = 5142 mod 7 = 4
x4 = 5142 mod 257 = 2
x5 = 5142 mod 511 = 32

→(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) = (22, 12, 4, 2, 32)

The MRC algorithm facilitates the RNS to decimal con-
version for the numbers. Since the proposed moduli set is
composed of three main moduli, the original number might
be recovered if three residues are available. After receiving
residues, the parent node recovers initial number usingMRC
algorithm and three residues (it is assumed to be Y ). Subse-
quently, the below values can be calculated:

y4 = YmodP4, y5 = YmodP5 (39)

If y4 = x4 and y5 = x5, the node concludes that no error
has occurred; otherwise, the error correction subroutine is
called. The total number of ways, by which three moduli

could be selected among 5moduli, is 10(

(
5
3

)
= 5!

3!2! = 10).

In the error correction subroutine, the parent node derives
original number for all ten states. During data transmission,
some residues may be distorted due to errors; thus all 10
numbers may not be correct and they are not equal. As a
result, the numbers which are beyond the dynamic range will
be eliminated (this range is calculated by multiplication of
main moduli

∏3
i=1 pi ). The rest of numbers are voted and

the number with the most frequency is selected as the final
number. The same process is separately conducted for the
data received from each child node. Then, data is aggregated
and the result is derived. The resulted number is divided by
moduli set and the residues are transmitted to the parent node.
The procedure continues until the data reaches to the sink
node.

This paper, has considered the employment of manag-
ing inventory control [39] in wireless sensor networks. This
employment is based on counting operation; thus in aggre-
gation, the sum operator is applied. In RNS, some operations
such as addition, multiplication and subtractions might be
rapidly performed in parallel. Therefore, the aggregation is
performed at rapid speed and in turn, reduces end-to-end
delay.

The RDTP algorithm in the source node (algorithm 1),
forwarder node (algorithm 2) and the sink node (algorithm
3) are demonstrated in the following.

Algorithm 1: Actions at the source node

1: Sensing data from the environment

2: Calculating the residues resulted from dividing sensed
data by moduli set

3: Sending residues to the parent node

Algorithm 2: Actions at the forwarder node

1: Receiving residues from children
2: Calculating original data from received residues using

MRC algorithm
3: If error is detected then call Error Correction subroutine:

a: calculating all numbers resulted from received
residues using MRC algorithm

b: among calculated numbers, omitting those larger than
dynamic range.

c: among remained numbers, selecting the most fre-
quent one as the original number.

4: Dividing the number derived in step 3 by moduli set and
calculating residues.

5: If the data is received from n nodes, calculating |∑n
j=1

Residuei j |pi for all moduli (i = 1, 2, , 5). (Residuei j

in this equation is i th resiude from j th node)
6: Sending value obtained in step 4, to the parent node.

Algorithm 3: Actions at sink node

1: Receiving residues from children
2: Calculating original data from received residues using

MRC algorithm
3: If error is detected then call Error Correction subroutine:

a: calculating all numbers resulted from received
residues using MRC algorithm

b: among calculated numbers omitting those larger than
dynamic range.

c: among remained numbers, selecting the most fre-
quent one as the original number.

4 Performance evaluation

In this section, the performance of RDTP is assessed using
NS-2 simulation tool [40].Moreover, RDTS [14], PSFQ [12]
and the method proposed by Wu et al. [17] are compared
to RDTP. PSFQ is an ARQ based method and two other
methods are FEC. For our simulation, a 150 m × 150 m
area is considered, where 200 nodes are randomly distrib-
uted. The simulation time is considered to be 100 seconds,
while antenna model is omni-directional. The initial energy
dedicated in the nodes, is 0.25J and the interface queue
type is assumed to be Droptail. The mentioned methods are
compared considering total energy consumption, end-to-end
delay and packet delivery ratio. The simulations are repeated
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Table 5 Simulation parameters

Parameters Value

Area of sensor field 150 × 150m2

Antenna model Omnidirectional

Radio range of a sensor node 75 m

Number of sensor nodes 200

Number of sink nodes 1

Initial energy 0.25 J

Interface queue type Droptail

Interface queue (IFQ) Length 50 packets

Energy model Battery

Data rate 2.5 Kb/s

Amount of the sender nodes 100

several times and the average results are reported. Table 5
presents the simulation parameters.

To begin, RDTP is compared to previous three methods,
considering end-to-end delay. In Fig. 2a–c, the number of
hops are considered to be 4, 8 and 12, respectively. Figure 3
shows a comparison betweenRDTP and othermethods, from
the end-to-end delay viewpoint. Evidently, our proposed
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Fig. 3 Comparing the end to end delay of RDTP as a function of hops
count

method provides a much less end-to-end delay, compared
to other mentioned methods.

Figure 4 depicts a comparison between energy consump-
tion of these methods. It can be seen that RDTP is superior
in this aspect, as well. By changing the number of hops, the
packet delivery ratio has been examined. As illustrated in
Fig. 5, in all circumstances, RDTP is superior to its counter-
parts from the viewpoint of packet delivery ratio.
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Fig. 2 Comparing the End to End delay for RDTP as a function of hops count; a 4 hops, b 8 hops, c 12 hops
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Fig. 6 Comparing the energy consumption of RDTP as a function of
bit error rate

Changingnumber of hops, packet delivery ratiowas exam-
ined. As illustrated in Fig. 5, in all circumstances RDTP is
superior to its counterparts from packet delivery ratio per-
spective.

Then, different values are considered for bit error rate and
the proposed method is evaluated with varying values of bit
error rate. Figure 6 shows this comparison.

The simulation results reveal that end-to-end delay is sig-
nificantly reduced by RDTP. Besides, the proposed method
(RDTP) causes a magnificent decrease of energy consump-
tion, which leads to a rise in packet delivery ratio.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a reliable data transport protocol (RDTP) for
Wireless Sensor Networks has been proposed. It might be
implemented on either tree-like or cluster based network
topologies. The proposed scheme is categorized as Forward
Error Correction codes and it employs hop-by-hop error
control. To guarantee the error correction and detection,
RRNS and an efficient moduli set of {22n+2, 2n+1 − 1, 2n −
1, 22n+2 + 1, 22n+3 − 1} was employed. This moduli set has
lower volume of required hardware. Moreover, it imposes
less delay to the system. The performance of RDTPwas eval-
uated using NS-2 simulation tool. It was also compared to
PSFQ,RDTS and the scheme proposed byWu et al. [17]. The
simulation results demonstrate that the proposed method has
lower end-to-end delay, while it has higher packet delivery
ratio. Moreover, the simulation results illustrated that RDTP
has lower energy consumption and its packet delivery ratio
is acceptable.
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